
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

LOGOS Leaders Outreach 
 

Prayer Letter – Fall ‘18 

Darin and Allison Maurer 

 Securing Support for Men Learning to Make Disciples!!  

 dsm@logosleadersoutreach.org www.logosleadersoutreach.org 2203 Briarmead, Houston, TX  77057 713-545-6434 

Dear Friends, 2018 marks this men’s disciple-making ministry’s 10th yr!  As many of you know, 

through the daily outreach, one man after another has changed into the image of Jesus Christ.  

Currently 80 men get discipled individually with training in how they can disciple even more in 

marketplace settings as well as various places around the world.  Driving all over Houston and 

using the phone with those in other states or countries, Darin has packed days of pouring God’s 

Word out!  2 Timothy 2:2! 

The discipleship strategy involves something simple enough by design that anyone can replicate 

it if they’ll devote the time: stated simply, men commit to share the situations they face in life with 

each other and learn how to apply God’s Word in their lives.  Everyone impacted by this deeply 

personal discipleship experiences growth in the following goal: knowing God through Spirit-

filled obedience to Scripture and Christlike disciple-making. 

With the ministry multiplying lately all over Houston and beyond, support for LOGOS Leaders 

Outreach has come from very faithful contributors in various ways!  As we’ve focused on the 

ongoing ministry each day, it makes sense how much it would help to have monthly costs 

covered by monthly support, instead of having to get everything covered at the end of the yr: as 

of this fall we need $7,500 in new monthly donations.  

We think investing in this ministry makes sense in our world with so many other good options of 

giving for the following reason: this particular outreach trains every man specifically to fulfill 

Jesus Christ’s commandment to make disciples.  One of the testimonies about how it works 

appears with this letter.  With all of this in mind, would you please spread the word to as many as 

possible about the training, let us know of possible supporters and prayerfully consider a onetime 

or monthly investment to finish the funds still needed for budget costs each month?!  Thank you!! 

  

 

 

 


